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Abstract: Humanities rely on both field research data and databases but rarely have
the means necessary for employing them. Crowdsourcing on the Web using social
media specifically designed for the purpose offers a promising alternative. This article
reports about two endeavors of this kind: enriching an art history database with se-
mantic interpretations and collecting and assessing the regional and social origins of
parts of speech for a linguistic investigation. The article motivates and describes the
approach and further introduces into the semantic analysis method based on higher-
order singular value decomposition specially designed for the project.

1 Introduction

In our daily life, Web search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing have become ubiq-

uitous. Retrieving data in a Web of currently more than 130 million websites1 without Web

search engines would be hard to imagine. Current state-of-the-art Web search engines are

permanently performing three tasks: collecting data (crawling), analyzing data (indexing),

and returning answers. Crawling is the process of combing the Web for data. Indexing

prepares collected data for returning answers. Finally, returning answers is a process trig-

gered by customers of Web search engines: If a customer enters a query, search results are

returned immediately.

Web search engines do a marvelous job collecting data available on the Web. However,

data that is not digitally available is not amenable for Web crawlers. For example, data

collected in interviews conducted for field studies, like those performed in linguistics, or

data gained as taggings of artworks cannot be discovered directly by Web crawlers. One

barrier for Web crawlers in the interview example (besides digitalization) is providing

incentives for humans to reveal information. Another barrier for Web crawlers in the

tagging example is interpretation, e.g., of an artwork. Both barriers can be broken down

rather easily by playing humans: They can be ”crowdsourced”.

In humanities, there is an immense need for empirical data such as descriptions of artworks

in art history or peculiarities of languages in linguistics. Such data is usually not digitally

1http://www.domaintools.com/internet-statistics/
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